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Event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP)

- Significant **consistency of local power** of a physiological waveform **across successive trials**.
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Inter-trial Coherence (ITC)

(“phase-locking factor”)

- Significant consistency of local phase of a physiological waveform across successive trials.
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Where does the 15 dB ERP power increase come from? If the ERP is not produced by a stimulus-evoked energy increase, then by what?

Trial-to-trial event-related phase consistency produces the ERP.
Independent Component ERSP
Visual Selective Attention Task
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Baseline power spectral shifts with direction of attention.
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Example: frontal midline theta cluster

ERP image of 9.6-Hz alpha power
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Event-Related Coherence (ERCOH)

- Significant consistency of local phase difference between two concurrent physiological waveforms.
TWO SIMULATED THETA PROCESSES
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Separate out Independent EEG Components

ICA Component coherence source dynamics!
Distributed Field Phenomena
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Frontal Midline Theta Sources
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Goal: To cluster equivalent ICs across subjects